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there are a total of 21 levels and five bosses. the levels progress in a very similar manner, with the first
level is an open area. then the next three levels are enclosed spaces and the final two levels are an open
space as well. there are only nine levels that are enclosed spaces that you have to go through and two of
them are optional. in between each enclosed space, you will encounter a boss. these bosses are based on
the four game styles; humans, devils, dark and angels. each boss represents a different style of gameplay

and you must defeat it in order to move on. each style requires a different style of play. first of all, to defeat
lucifer, you need to kill the seven demons around him. after that, you need to defeat lucifer by using the
devil trigger. then you need to perform three vs. summon. there are three vs in the game; the one that is
unlocked by getting s rank on devil hunter mode, the one that is unlocked by getting s rank on mission
mode and the one that is unlocked by getting s rank on inferno mode. the fourth and last thing that you

need to do is to defeat urizen in his duel. after you beat urizen, he will give you a duel again. he will choose
the demon stance that you will use in the next duel. you can choose one of the three stances; demon, devil

hunter or heavenly hunter. after you defeat him with your chosen stance, you are given a choice to go
through either the empty portal or the portal with the green magic circle. go through the empty portal first,
otherwise you will not get your achievement. the player will earn a reward of each devil trigger bar on the
right. the bar can only be refilled by defeating enemies, even if they are held by a devil trigger user. all of
the devil triggers have unique requirements for refilling bars. on the bottom of the screen, there are three
bars which signify the current amount of devil trigger refills. if all of the bars are full, the next bar can be

refilled by defeating enemies. the devil trigger refills are achieved by defeating enemies which are held by
devil trigger users, not by defeating enemies which are not. in order to get as many refills as possible, it is

recommended to fight every enemy that is held by a devil trigger user.
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There's a save game, pretty soon after the
boss fight ended in the DMC5 100% complete
guide, I got my trophy. It wasn't guaranteed
that my game would have the trophy, but
being in the DMC5 100% complete guide

elevated my chances. You did it bro! so I beat
the game 100% completed on evil difficulty
100% and since I haven't really played the
first and third for the most part and I don't

know if any of the other characters have cloud
saves, is it possible to transfer my save to the

clouds on other consoles? Simple, you can.
But don't do it, because what happens if the
cloud save goes poof? Then you're s**. Be
sure to play your game on a dual-screen

(PS4/Xbox One, or PS3/Xbox 360 if you're still
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using them). Otherwise you might not realise
that youre in the right character's world

because the UI and your character's
movements are all different, making it hard to
navigate your missions and story mode. The
cloud save is much more important than the
trophies you can get from your save. It's all
about the storage space, and if you're not
careful, you could run out. If you're after

trophies, keep your save on your own console
and never transfer it! You can actually remove
the save from the PS4, and you're good to go.
Just hold the physical button on the front and
power button at the same time for 5 seconds.
It will disconnect the save from the system,
and you can then access your save from you
PC. Sadly, I don't think you can get a cloud
save for Nightmare/Hell difficulties or for

Nero's. Although, you do have all the trophies
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on all difficulties, so you're good. I think it's
better to keep your save on one machine than

copy it to a few. 5ec8ef588b
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